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This work describes a computational analysis of a hypersonic flow over a combined gap/step configuration at zero degree angle of attack, in chemical equilibrium and thermal nonequilibrium. Effects on the flow-field structure due to changes on the step frontal-face height have been investigated by employing the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method. The work focuses the attention of designers of hypersonic configurations on the fundamental parameter of surface discontinuity, which can have an important impact on even initial designs. The results highlight the sensitivity of the primary flowfield properties, velocity, density, pressure, and temperature due to changes on the step frontal-face height. The analysis showed that the upstream disturbance in the gap/step configuration increased with increasing the frontal-face height. In addition, it was observed that the separation region for the gap/step configuration increased with increasing the step frontal-face height. It was found that density and pressure for the gap/step configuration dramatically increased inside the gap as compared to those observed for the gap configuration, i.e., a gap without a step.

1 INTRODUCTION

The presence of surface discontinuities, such as protuberances, cavities, gaps, or steps, in modern aerodynamic configurations occurs as a desired or undesired design feature. These discontinuities, due to the interaction with external flows, may contribute to physical phenomena related to the problem of flow separation. When separation occurs in high Mach number flows, changes on the pressure distribution acting on the surface and on the heat transfer rate to the surface can have catastrophic effects on the vehicle. The presence of hot spots at separation and reattachment points changes the characteristics of the flow over the vehicle.
and can cause, for instance, failure in the thermal protection system of the vehicle.

Hypersonic vehicles are thermally protected during the reentry in the Earth atmosphere by a thermal protection system made by a large number of tiles on their structures. Among these individual tiles, cavities or gaps may arise. In addition, it is possible to occur a misalignment among tiles. This tile misalignment may configure an undesired discontinuity on the vehicle surface.

The extensive literature on surface discontinuities [1–14] is devoted primarily to experimental and computational studies dealing with flows on protuberances, cavity, gap, forward- and backward-facing steps. For the purpose of this introduction, it will be sufficient to describe only a few of these studies.

Bertran and Wiggs [1] investigated experimentally the effect of distortions, consisting of small protuberances and holes, on the wing of a hypersonic vehicle. The effect on the pressure and on the heat flux to the surface was investigated for a range of Mach number from 7 to 10 and angle of attack up to 20°. Results showed that these surface distortions presented a lower influence on the pressure rather than on the heat-flux distributions. They also showed that all distortions investigated caused an increase in the aerodynamic heating.

Rogers and Berry [2] conducted an experimental investigation on forward-facing steps in a supersonic flow, $M_\infty \approx 2$, characterized by a thick laminar boundary layer. Free-stream pressure was defined at 30, 50, and 70 µm Hg, covering a Reynolds number per inch between 98 and 281. Eight-step heights were tested, ranging in 0.1-inch intervals from 0.1 to 0.9 in, except 0.8 in. In addition, the step height was comparable with the local boundary-layer thickness for a flat-plate without steps. According to them, the investigation showed that the largest pressure rise occurred at the step face. Furthermore, it was found that this pressure rise depends on height-to-length ($h/L$) ratio, where $h$ is the step height and $L$ is the distance from the flat-plate leading edge to the step.

Bertin and Keisner [6] investigated experimentally the effect of a step and a gap tile misalignment on transition locations in the plane of symmetry of the Space Shuttle Orbiter. Data were obtained for a Mach number of 8 and angle of attack of 30°. Data correlations relating the location of the boundary-layer transition on the vehicle surface were presented in the continuum flow regime. They concluded that the step height is more effective in the boundary-layer transition than the gap length.

Hinderks et al. [14] have investigated the gap flow structure. They showed that a complex flow exists within the gap, consisting of a vortex superposed by an axial flow. The analysis showed that the heat flux transferred to the structure depends on the thermal state of the structure. Also, the effects due to changes in the gap geometry caused by deformations in the gap structure demonstrated that deformations should be considered in the design analysis.

In general, these research studies have been conducted in order to understand, among others, the physical aspects of a laminar or turbulent boundary layer in
a subsonic, supersonic, or hypersonic flow past to these types of discontinuities characterized by a sudden change on the surface slope. The major interest in these research studies has gone into considering laminar or turbulent flow in the continuum flow regime. However, there is little understanding of the physical aspects of rarefied hypersonic flows past to these discontinuities related to the severe aerothermodynamic environment associated with a reentry vehicle.

In attempting to assess the effect of these discontinuities in the transition flow regime, Paolicchi and Santos [15] have studied a rarefied hypersonic flow over a flat plate with a gap by employing the DSMC method. The work was motivated by the interest in investigating the gap length-to-depth \((L/H)\) ratio effects on the flowfield structure and on the aerodynamic surface quantities. The primary emphasis was to examine the behavior of the primary properties, such as velocity, density, pressure, and temperature, due to changes on the gap \(L/H\) ratio. The analysis showed that for the conditions investigated, the gap flow behavior in the transition flow regime differed from that found in the continuum flow regime. It was found only one vortex for the \(L/H\) ratio of 1, 1/2, 1/3 and 1/4. Conversely, in the continuum flow regime, the number of vortices inside the gap is approximately given by the amount \(H/L\).

In continuation of the surface discontinuity study, Leite and Santos [16,17] have investigated forward- and backward-facing steps situated in a rarefied hypersonic flow also by employing the DSMC method. The studies were motivated by the interest in examining the impact of the frontal- and back-face heights on the flowfield structure and on the aerodynamic surface properties in the transition flow regime, i.e., between the continuum flow and the free collision flow regime. Computational results for the forward-facing step showed that the step height changes contributed to significant modifications in the flowfield structure ahead the step. The analysis showed a dramatically increase in the primary flow properties at the vicinity of the step concave corner. Aerodynamic surface properties were directly influenced by the recirculation region ahead the step. Furthermore, high pressure and heat loads were observed at the vicinity of the step frontal face as a consequence of the recirculation region ahead the step.

Given the number of studies on cavities, gaps and steps, the study being reported herein is directed to expand the previous studies on surface discontinuities [15–17] by focusing on the more limited subject of surface discontinuity defined by the combination of a gap and a step. It is important to recall that this type of discontinuity, a gap/step configuration, may occur, for instance, in the windward surface of the Space Shuttle Orbiter. The windward surface is composed by a large number of thermal protection tiles. However, a misalignment between individual tiles may occur. Therefore, the misaligned tiles may constitute in a potential source in a heat flux to and pressure rise on the surface or even though in a premature transition from laminar to turbulent flow. In this scenario, the primary goal of this investigation is to provide a comprehensive description of the flowfield structure with special attention to the behavior
of the primary properties, such as velocity, density, pressure, and temperature fields. The focus of the present work is on the low-density region in the upper atmosphere, where numerical gas-kinetic procedures are available to simulate hypersonic flows. Therefore, the DSMC method will be employed to calculate the hypersonic two-dimensional flow on the gap/step configuration.

2 COMPUTATIONAL TOOL

The DSMC method is a powerful numerical technique pioneered by Bird [18]. The DSMC method is based on the physical concepts and physical assumptions that form the basis for the derivation of the Boltzmann equation. As a result, the DSMC method is subjected to the same restrictions as the Boltzmann equation. In this fashion, the DSMC method is subjected to the restriction to the dilute gases and to the assumption of molecular chaos.

Nowadays, the DSMC method has been recognized as an extremely powerful technique capable of predicting an almost unlimited variety of rarefied flowfields in the regimes where neither the Navier–Stokes nor the free molecular approaches are appropriate. The method has been thoroughly tested in high Knudsen number flows over the past 50 years and found to be in excellent agreement with experimental data [19–21]. Comparisons with experiments have given credibility and have been vital in gaining widespread acceptance of the method.

The DSMC technique reproduces the physics of the Boltzmann equation by following the motions and collisions of a large number of modeling molecules. Each modeling molecule possesses a position, velocity, and internal energy. The state of the molecules is stored and modified with time as the molecules move, collide, and undergo boundary interactions in simulated physical space. The assumption of a dilute gas, which means that the mean molecular diameter is much less than the mean molecular spacing of molecules in the gas, allows for the molecular motion to be decoupled from the molecular collisions [18]. Particle motions are modeled deterministically, while the collisions are treated statistically. Since it is impossible to simulate the real number of molecules in the computational domain, a small number of representative molecules is used, where each representative molecule corresponds to a large number of real molecules.

The study at hand employs a DSMC code developed in the Brazilian Institute for Space Research (INPE) based on the traditional DSMC code [18]. In this code, intermolecular collisions are treated by using the variable hard sphere (VHS) molecular model [22], and the no time counter (NTC) collision sampling technique [23]. The VHS model employs the simple hard sphere angular scattering law so that all directions are equally possible for postcollision velocity in the center-of-mass frame of reference. Nevertheless, the collision cross section depends on the relative speed of colliding molecules. Simulations are performed by using a nonreacting gas model, consisting of 76.3% of N₂ and 23.7% of O₂.
while considering energy exchange between translational, rotational, and vibrational modes. Energy partitioning is accounted for using the Borgnakke–Larsen statistical model [24] with rotational and vibrational collision numbers for internal relaxation, obtained in a collision energy-based procedure as suggested by Boyd [25] for rotation and by Bird [26] for vibration. For a given collision, the probabilities are designated by the inverse of the relaxation numbers, which correspond to the number of collisions necessary, on average, for a molecule to relax.

3 GEOMETRY DEFINITION

In the present calculations, the discontinuities on the surface of a reentry vehicle are modeled by a flat plate with a gap of length $L$ and depth $H$ and a forward-facing step with height $h$. The combination of a gap with a forward-facing step is defined herein as a gap/step configuration. Figure 1a displays a schematic view of the model employed. The flat plate was selected by considering that the gap depth $H$ or the step height $h$ is much smaller than the nose radius $R$ of a reentry vehicle, i.e., $H/R \ll 1$ or $h/R \ll 1$. Therefore, the hypersonic flow over the flat plate with a gap/step may be representative of the hypersonic flow over a gap/step configuration located on the surface of a reentry vehicle.

According to Fig. 1a, $M_\infty$ represents the free-stream Mach number, $H$ is the gap depth, $h$ is the step height, $L_u$ is the length of the gap/step upstream surface, $L$ is the length of the gap, and $L_d$ is the length of the gap/step downstream surface. It was assumed a gap length $L$ of 3 mm and a gap depth $H$ of 12 mm, which correspond to a length-to-depth ratio, $L/H$, of 1/4. In addition, the step height $h$ investigated was defined as being 3, 6, and 9 mm, which correspond to the dimensionless height $h^* (\equiv h/\lambda_\infty)$ of 3.23, 6.46, and 9.69, respectively, where
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Figure 1 Illustrations of the gap/step configuration (a) and the computational domain (b)
\( \lambda_{\infty} \) is the free-stream mean free path. Furthermore, it was defined \( L_u/\lambda_{\infty} \) of 50 and \( L_d/\lambda_{\infty} \) of 50. It was considered that the flat plate is infinitely long but only the total length \( L_u + L + L_d \) is investigated.

4 FREE-STREAM AND FLOW CONDITIONS

Free-stream flow conditions employed in the present calculations are those given by Leite and Santos \[16\] in the previous work and summarized in Table 1. These free-stream conditions represent those experienced by a reentry vehicle at an altitude of 70 km. Based on Table 1, \( T_{\infty}, p_{\infty}, \rho_{\infty}, \mu_{\infty}, n_{\infty}, \lambda_{\infty}, \) and \( U_{\infty} \) stand, respectively, for temperature, pressure, density, viscosity, number density, mean free path, and velocity. In addition, the gas properties \[18\] are shown in Table 2. According to Table 2, \( \chi, m, d, \) and \( \omega \) account, respectively, for mole fraction, molecular mass, molecular diameter, and viscosity index.

The free-stream velocity \( U_{\infty} \), assumed to be constant at 7546.5 m/s, corresponds to a free-stream Mach number \( M_{\infty} \) of 25. The wall temperature \( T_w \) is assumed constant at 880 K. This temperature is chosen to be representative of the surface temperature near the stagnation point of a reentry capsule, and it is assumed to be uniform on the gap/step surface. It is important to mention that this surface temperature is low compared to the free-stream stagnation temperature. This assumption seems reasonable since practical surface material will probably be destroyed if surface temperature is allowed to approach the stagnation temperature.

By assuming the step frontal-face height \( h \) as the characteristic length, the Knudsen number \( Kn_h \) corresponds to 0.3095, 0.1548, and 0.1032 for step heights \( h^* \) of 3.23, 6.46, and 9.69, respectively. Finally, the Reynolds number \( Re_h \), also based on the frontal-face height \( h \) and on the conditions in the undisturbed stream, is around 136, 272, and 409 for the same step heights \( h^* \) (3.23, 6.46, and 9.69, respectively).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Free-stream flow conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( T_{\infty}, K )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Gas properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( O_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 COMPUTATIONAL FLOW DOMAIN AND GRID

In order to implement the particle–particle collisions, the flowfield around the gap/step configuration is divided into an arbitrary number of regions, which are subdivided into computational cells. The cells are further subdivided into subcells, two subcells/cell in each coordinate direction. The cell provides a reference for the sampling of the macroscopic gas properties, such as density, velocity, pressure, temperature, etc., while the subcell is used in order to select collision partners for the establishment of the collision rate. Therefore, the physical space network is used to facilitate the choice of molecules for collisions and for the sampling of the macroscopic flow properties.

The computational domain used for the simulation is made large enough so that disturbances from the gap/step configuration do not reach the upstream and side boundaries, where free-stream conditions are specified. A schematic view of the computational domain is demonstrated in Fig. 1b. According to this figure, side I-A is defined by the gap/step surface. Diffuse reflection with complete thermal accommodation was defined as the condition applied to this side. In a diffuse reflection, molecules are reflected equally in all directions, and the final velocity of the molecules is randomly assigned according to a half-range Maxwellian distribution determined by the wall temperature. In addition, the internal energies, rotation and vibration, of the molecules are also sampled from the appropriate equilibrium distribution by using the wall temperature. Side I-B represents a plane of symmetry, where all flow gradients normal to the plane are zero. At the molecular level, this plane is equivalent to a specular reflecting boundary. For a specular reflection, the only change to the properties of the molecules is the velocity component normal to the surface that is simply reversed in sign. Sides II and III are the free-stream sides through which simulated molecules enter and exit. Side II is positioned at 5λ∞ upstream the flat-plate leading edge and side III is defined at 30λ∞, 34λ∞, and 42λ∞ above surface S5 (see Fig. 1b) for frontal-face height h* of 3.23, 6.46, and 9.69, respectively. Finally, the flow at the downstream outflow boundary, side IV, is predominantly supersonic and vacuum condition is specified [18]. Basically, at this boundary, simulated molecules can only exit. Nevertheless, it is important to mention that, close to the wall, molecules may not be moving at supersonic speed. As a result, in this subsonic region close to the wall, there is an interaction between the flow and the downstream boundary. However, the extent of the upstream effect of this boundary condition can be determined by changing the length of surface S5. For the conditions investigated in the present calculations, the upstream disturbance is approximately of 6λ∞ [16].

The DSMC results depend on the cell size chosen, on the time step as well as on the number of particles per computational cell. The linear dimensions of the cells should be small in comparison with the length scale of the macroscopic flow gradients normal to the streamwise directions, which means that the cell
Table 3  Region dimensions \((x \times y)\) and number of cells \([x \times y]\) for different step heights \(h^*\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>(h^*)</th>
<th>((x \times y))</th>
<th>([x \times y])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>((5000\times 600))</td>
<td>([20 \times 10])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>((50000\times 800))</td>
<td>([20 \times 80])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>((500000\times 800))</td>
<td>([20 \times 80])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>((500000\times 800))</td>
<td>([20 \times 80])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>((500000\times 800))</td>
<td>([20 \times 80])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>((500000\times 800))</td>
<td>([20 \times 80])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>((500000\times 800))</td>
<td>([20 \times 80])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>((500000\times 800))</td>
<td>([20 \times 80])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
dimensions should be of the order or smaller than the local mean free path \[27,28\]. The time step should be chosen to be sufficiently small in comparison with the local mean collision time \[29,30\]. A very small time step results in an inefficient advancement of the solution and accumulation of statistics. Most particles will take many time steps to cross a given cell. As a result, the collision phase of each time step will involve the same group of particles as in the previous time step since almost no particles leave or enter the cell. Moreover, a large time step allows the molecules to move too far without the opportunity to participate in a collision. This again causes a smearing of the properties of the flow, resulting in nonphysical results. Therefore, the time step must be chosen such that a typical particle moves about one fourth of the cell dimension at each time step. Finally, the number of simulated particles has to be large enough to make statistical correlations between particles insignificant. It is advisable that each cell be populated with a minimum number of molecules, typically around 20 \[31,32\].

A grid independence study was made with three different structured meshes — coarse, standard, and fine — in each coordinate direction. The effect of altering the cell size in the \(x\)- and \(y\)-directions was investigated for a coarse and fine grids with, respectively, 50% less and 100% more cells with respect to the standard grid. Table 3 summarizes the main characteristics for the standard grid related to eight regions (R1 to R8 in Fig. 1b) for the frontal-face height \(h^*\) of 3.23, 6.46, and 9.69. So, for \(h^*\) of 3.23, 6.46, and 9.69, the total number of cells correspond, respectively, to 31500, 33100, and 43100 cells.

The effect (not shown) of changing the cell size in both \(x\)- and \(y\)-directions on the heat transfer, pressure, and skin friction coefficients was rather insensitive to the range of cell spacing considered, indicating that the standard grids, with a total of 31500, 33100, and 43100 cells are essentially grid-independent.

6 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section focuses on the effects that take place in the flowfield structure due to variations on the step frontal-face height of a gap/step configuration. Therefore, the purpose of this section is to discuss and to compare the differences in the flowfield properties due to variations on the step frontal-face height. Flowfield properties of particular interest in this work are velocity, density, pressure, and kinetic temperatures.

Before proceeding with the analysis of the flowfield properties, it proves instructive to present first the flow topology inside a gap (without a step) and around a forward-facing step (without a gap), as investigated previously by Paolicchi and Santos \[15\] and Leite and Santos \[16\], respectively. In doing so, streamline traces inside a gap with a \(L/H\) of 1/4 and around a forward-facing step with \(h^*\) of 3.23 and 9.69 are depicted in Fig. 2. The flow topology for the \(h^* = 6.46\) case is intermediate to the other two cases, and it will not be shown.
Figure 2 Distribution of streamline traces inside the gap with $L/H$ of 1/4 (a) and around the step with frontal-face thickness $h^*$ of 3.23 (b) and 9.69 (c)
In this set of plots, $X$ represents the distance $x$ from the sharp leading edge normalized by $\lambda_\infty$, and $Y$ the distance $y$ above the surface also normalized by $\lambda_\infty$. For convenience and later reference, the gap case corresponds to the geometry illustrated in Fig. 1b with $h = 0$ and the forward-facing step corresponds to $L = 0$.

Looking first at Fig. 2a, it is clearly seen that flow within the gap, defined by $L/H$ ratio of 1/4, is characterized by a primary vortex system. In addition, the recirculation region do not fill the entire gap, and the external stream does not reattach at the bottom surface of the gap. Furthermore, the flow exhibits an irregular or chaotic structural motion in the second half part of the gap, more precisely, for $Y < -7$. In this context, it should be mentioned that the gap flow topology observed here in a rarefied environment differs from that usually observed in the continuum flow regime. In the continuum flow regime, the gap flow topology is defined by the development of a column of counterrotating vortices within the gap caused by the main stream flow, where the number of vortices is approximately given by $H/L$. In addition, alternating hot spots are developed in the gap when the vortices directionally align and impinge on the gap sidewall [33].

Turning next to Figs. 2b and 2c, it is clearly noticed that a recirculation region appears at the vicinity of the frontal face of the steps. It may be inferred by visual inspection that the recirculation region increases with increasing the step height $h^*$ or by increasing the Reynolds number Re$_h$ not only along the upstream surface but also along the frontal-face surface. This behavior differs from that one observed in a continuum flow regime. Based on an experimental investigation, Camussi et al. [34] pointed out that the separation region occurs independently of the Reynolds number Re$_h$. They found that the separation region is of the order of $h$ along upstream surface and approximately a half $h$ size along the step-frontal-face surface.

### 6.1 Velocity Field

The distribution of tangential velocity $u$ for three sections along the gap/step upstream surface, surface S1, is illustrated in Fig. 3 as a function of the step frontal-face height $h^*$. In this set of plots, velocity ratio is the tangential velocity $u$ normalized by the free-stream velocity $U_\infty$, $X$ represents the distance $x$ from the sharp leading edge normalized by $\lambda_\infty$, and $Y$ the distance $y$ above surface S1 also normalized by $\lambda_\infty$. In addition, filled and empty symbols correspond to step height $h^*$ of 3.23 and 9.69, respectively. As a basis of comparison, the tangential velocity profiles for the flat-plate case, for the gap and for the forward-facing step investigated separately in previous studies [15,16] are also illustrated in the same set of plots. It is important to mention that tangential velocity profiles for the $h^* = 6.46$ case are intermediate to the other two cases; therefore, they will not be shown.
Figure 3 Distribution of tangential velocity ($u/U_\infty$) for three sections on surface S1 of the gap/step configurations (1 — gap/step; 2 — forward-facing step; and 3 — gap) defined by section $X$ of 39 (a), 44 (b), and 48 (c). Filled symbols refer to $h^* = 3.23$; empty symbols refer to $h^* = 9.69$; 4 — flat-plate case.
Important features can be observed in the profiles of tangential velocity shown in this set of plots. For section $X = 39$, the velocity profiles for the gap, step, and gap/step configuration, defined by $h^* = 3.23$, are basically identical, by visual inspection, to those for the flat-plate case. It means that no effect of the presence of the step or the gap is observed up to this section. Conversely, for the $h^* = 9.69$ case, the presence of the gap/step configuration is felt far upstream along surface S1. Moreover, for sections $X \geq 44$, the upstream disturbance caused by the forward-facing steps or by the gap/step configurations is observed on the velocity profiles for the frontal-face height $h^*$ investigated. In addition, it is observed that the velocity profile is affected more upstream with increasing the frontal-face height $h^*$. This behavior results from the diffusion of molecules that are reflected from the frontal face of the step. Also, for sections $X \geq 44$, the velocity profiles related to the forward-facing steps and some gap/step configurations indicate negative velocities close to surface S1, characterizing a recirculation region at the vicinity of the frontal face. For section $X = 39$, negative velocity occurs only for the $h^* = 9.69$ case. Moreover, for section $X = 48$, negative velocity occurs for the three frontal-face heights investigated for the forward-facing step, while for the gap/step configuration, negative velocity is not observed for the $h^* = 3.23$ case, as displayed by the magnified view shown in Fig. 3c. It is perhaps worth noting that in previous investigations [15,16], steps and the gaps were placed at section $X = 50$.

Still referring to Fig. 3, it is firmly established that the tangential velocity profiles for the gap are identical to those for the flat-plate case, indicating that the presence of the gap (without a step) does not influence the flowfield upstream the gap. In contrast, the presence of a step affected the flowfield far upstream, as was expected. Moreover, the effect of the gap/step combination was less intense than that observed for the step alone. In an effort to emphasize the points of interest related to the velocity field, Fig. 4 displays Mach number contour maps along with streamline traces inside the gap/step configuration for $h^*$ of 3.23, 6.46, and 9.69. It may be recognized from this set of plots that, in general, the gap/step configuration presents a recirculation region inside the gap and another one outside the gap, i.e., ahead of the step frontal face. It is seen that, for the recirculation region ahead of the step, the flow goes in the counterclockwise direction. Conversely, inside the gap, the flow goes in the clockwise direction. This behavior is in agreement with that illustrated in Fig. 2, i.e., when the flowfield structure for gap and step is investigated separately. Of particular interest is the recirculation region for the $h^* = 3.23$ case, displayed in Fig. 4a. It seems that the primary vortex, initially inside the gap, moves outside the gap with increasing the step frontal face. Afterwards, another vortex is formed inside the gap, as demonstrated in Figs. 4b and 4c.

As indeed is clear from Fig. 4, after the flow separation on the lower surface, the flow reattaches on the frontal face at the vicinity of the step shoulder. Table 4 tabulates the separation point $x_s$ and the reattachment point $y_r$ as a function
Figure 4 Mach number contour maps along with streamline traces at the vicinity of the gap/step configuration for step height $h^*$ of 3.23 (a), 6.46 (b), and 9.69 (c); $L/H = 1/4$
Table 4  Separation and reattachment points for the gap/step configuration as a function of the dimensionless frontal-face height $h^*$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$h^*$</th>
<th>$X_s$</th>
<th>$X_{sh}$</th>
<th>$X'_{sh}$</th>
<th>$Y_r$</th>
<th>$Y_{rh}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>50.00 [48.69]</td>
<td>15.48 [15.07]</td>
<td>-1.00 [-0.41]</td>
<td>2.73 [2.72]</td>
<td>0.84 [0.84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>46.38 [42.99]</td>
<td>7.18 [6.65]</td>
<td>-1.06 [-1.09]</td>
<td>5.60 [5.61]</td>
<td>0.87 [0.87]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of the dimensionless frontal-face height $h^*$ for the gap/step configuration. In this table, $X_s$ and $X_{sh}$ represent, respectively, the separation point $x_s$ normalized by the free-stream mean free path $\lambda_{\infty}$ and by the step height $h$. Also, $X'_{sh}$ correspond to $(x_s - L_u - L)$ normalized by the step height $h$. Similarly, $Y_r$ and $Y_{rh}$ stand for the point $y_r$ normalized by $\lambda_{\infty}$ and $h$, respectively. For comparison purpose, the results for the forward-facing step cases [16] are shown inside brackets. According to this table, it is noticed that, in general, the separation points for the gap/step configuration occurred further downstream along surface S1 (approximately, a gap length $L$) as compared to those for the forward-facing step cases. Nevertheless, for the conditions investigated, the recirculation region for the gap/step configuration basically presents the same size of that for the forward-facing step. In addition, similar to the forward-facing step, the separation and reattachment points for the gap/step configuration change with increasing the step frontal-face height $h^*$.

Still referring to Table 4, a feature of particular interest is related to the gap/step configuration defined by $h^* = 3.23$ case. For this particular case, the separation occurred at the convex corner, at section $X = 50$, i.e., at the surface-S1/surface-S2 junction. It is noteworthy that, according to Fig. 3, there were not observed negative velocities along surface S1 for the $h^* = 3.23$ case, an indication that the flow did not change its direction close to surface S1.

It is important to recall that the separation point $x_s$ on surface S1 and the reattachment point $y_r$ on the frontal face were obtained on the basis of zero skin friction coefficient, $C_f = 0$ (or wall shear stress $\tau_w = 0$). The reason is that the skin friction coefficient along a surface usually changes from positive to negative value at separation and vice versa at reattachment, as pointed out by Kim and Setoguchi [35] and Deepak et al. [36]. Therefore, it is a good indication of the position of separation at surface S1 and reattachment at the frontal face.

6.2 Density Field

The distribution of density $\rho$ for three sections along surface S1 of the gap/step configuration is displayed in Fig. 5 (left column), parameterized by the dimen-
Figure 5  Density ratio $\rho/\rho_\infty$ (left column) and pressure ratio $p/p_\infty$ (right column) profiles for three sections on surface S1 of the gap/step configurations (1 — gap/step, 2 — forward-facing step; and 3 — gap) defined by section X of 39 (a), 44 (b), and 48 (c). Filled symbols refer to $h^* = 3.23$; empty symbols refer to $h^* = 9.69$; 4 — flat-plate case.
Dimensionless step height $h^*$. Similar to tangential velocity profiles, density profiles are presented for three sections defined by $X = 39, 44, \text{and } 48$. In this group of plots, density ratio refers to density $\rho$ normalized by the free-stream density $\rho_\infty$. Again, $X$ represents the distance $x$ normalized by the free-stream mean free path $\lambda_\infty$ and $Y$ the distance $y$ above surface $S_1$ also normalized by $\lambda_\infty$. For comparison purpose, density profiles for the flat-plate case, for the gap, and for the forward-facing step are also presented in the same group of plots. Due to the large range of variation for the ratio $\rho/\rho_\infty$ along surface $S_1$, the scale in the $x$-direction may differ from one plot to another.

According to Fig. 5 (left column), it is observed that the upstream disturbance imposed by the step and by the gap/step configuration, for the $h^* = 9.69$ case, influences the density profile at section $X = 39$ (see Fig. 5a, left column). In contrast, there is no indication that density profile is affected by the presence of the step or by the gap/step configuration for the $h^* = 3.23$ case. As expected, by increasing the frontal face $h$, the disturbance caused by the step influences more upstream in the flow. It should be mentioned in this context that for $X < 28$, the density profiles (not shown) for the step cases are identical to those for the flat-plate case.

Another flow peculiarity is observed in Fig. 5 (left column). It is noted that density dramatically increases as the flow approaches the step frontal face, i.e., the density $\rho$ increased at least by one order of magnitude when compared to the free-stream density $\rho_\infty$, as illustrated in the profiles for section $X = 48$ (see Fig. 5c). For comparison purpose, the density ratio $\rho/\rho_\infty$ for step cases is around 32.9, 56.2, and 72.3 for $h^*$ of 3.23, 6.46, and 9.69, respectively, at the step base [37]. On the other hand, the density ratio for the gap/step configuration at the vicinity of the frontal face is smaller than that for the forward-facing step (without gap). The reason for that is because at the vicinity of the frontal face, the flow enters into the gap. As a result, for the gap/step configuration, the density inside the gap increases dramatically as compared to the density observed in the gap (without a step). As a base of comparison, for the gap with an $L/H$ of 1/4, as that illustrated in Fig. 2a, the density inside the gap is around three times the free-stream density, for the same flow conditions [38].

Finally, in attempting to bring out the essential features of the density behavior inside the gap/step configuration, Fig. 6 (left column) depicts the contours maps for the density ratio distribution in the vicinity of the gap/step configuration as a function of the frontal-face height $h^*$. In this group of contour maps, again dimensionless height $Y$ stands for the height $y$ normalized by the free-stream mean free path $\lambda_\infty$ and the dimensionless length $X$ refers to the length $x$ also normalized by $\lambda_\infty$. From this set of plots, it may be recognized that density ratio increases inside the gap by increasing the frontal-face height $h^*$ for the conditions investigated. This is in contrast to the gap (without step) investigated previously. Consequently, the step frontal face acts as a barrier in the sense that part of the flow enters into the gap.
Figure 6: Density ratio $\rho/\rho_\infty$ (left column) and pressure ratio $p/p_\infty$ (right column) contour maps along with streamline traces at the vicinity of the gap/step configuration for step height $h^*$ of 3.23 (a), 6.46 (b), and 9.69 (c); $L/H = 1/4$.
6.3 Pressure Field

The distribution of pressure $p$ for three sections along surface $S_1$ of the gap/step configuration is depicted in Fig. 5 (right column) as a function of the dimensionless step height $h^*$. In this set of diagrams, pressure ratio corresponds to pressure $p$ normalized by the free-stream pressure $p_\infty$; $X$ and $Y$ are the dimensionless variables as defined previously in the density profiles. Again, as a matter of comparison, pressure profiles for the flat-plate, gap, and forward-facing step cases are also exhibited in these plots. It is important to emphasize that due to the large range of variation for the ratio $p/p_\infty$ along surface $S_1$, the scale in the $x$-direction may differ from one plot to another.

Focusing on Fig. 5 (right column), it is noticed that pressure profiles follow a similar behavior as that presented by density profiles in the sense that pressure profiles for the gap, forward-facing step, and gap/step, particularly, for the $h^* = 3.23$ case, are basically identical to that for the flat-plate case at section $X = 39$ (see Fig. 5a, right column). This is an indication that pressure field has not been affected yet by the presence of the gap, step, or the gap/step configuration. However, by increasing the frontal face $h^*$, for instance, from 3.23 to 9.69, the upstream disturbance increases not only for the forward-facing step but also for the gap/step configuration. As the flow approaches the frontal face, at section $X = 44$ (see Fig. 5b, right column), the pressure field is already affected by the presence of the forward-facing step for the $h^* = 3.23$ case. In contrast, no effect is observed yet in the pressure profile due to the presence of the gap/step configuration for the $h^* = 3.23$ case. It may be inferred that the presence of the gap in the gap/step configuration attenuates the upstream disturbances. In the following, at section $X = 48$ (see Fig. 5c, right column), pressure profiles for the step cases and for the gap/step cases differ considerably from those for the flat-plate case. It is also noticed that pressure ratio dramatically increases as the flow approaches the step frontal face. It is seen that pressure $p$ increased two orders of magnitude as compared to the free-stream pressure $p_\infty$. As an illustrative example, for the forward-facing step, at the step base, the pressure ratios $p/p_\infty$ are 142, 230, and 293 for heights $h^*$ of 3.23, 4.46, and 9.69, respectively. Consequently, particular attention should be paid to the step base in terms of pressure loads, since the vicinity of the step base represents a zone of strong compression.

In an effort to highlight the points of interest, pressure ratio contour maps around the gap/step configuration are demonstrated in Fig. 6 (right column) parameterized by the frontal face $h^*$. On examining Fig. 6 (right column), two interesting features are noticed. One of them is related to the peak value for pressure ratio close to the shoulder at the frontal face. It is clearly seen that this peak value increases by increasing the frontal-face height $h^*$. Indeed, the reason for this is that the location of these peak values is related to the flow reattachment point on the frontal-face surface. The other one is the pressure

\[ p/p_\infty \]
rise inside the gap due to the presence of the step. According to Paolicchi [38], the pressure ratio \( p/p_\infty \) in the gap, for the \( L/H = 1/4 \) case, basically changes from 29 (at the top) to 12 (at the bottom). Nevertheless, for the gap/step configuration, Fig. 6 (right column), the pressure ratios are about 130, 230, and 280 for frontal face \( h^* \) of 3.23, 6.46, and 9.69, respectively. In this scenario, it is firmly established the combination of a step with a gap increases the pressure ratio inside the gap one order of magnitude when compared to that for the gap only.

### 6.4 Temperature Field

In a diatomic or polyatomic gas in complete thermodynamic equilibrium, the translational temperature is equal to the temperature related to the internal modes, i.e., rotational, vibrational, or electronic temperatures, and it is identified as thermodynamic temperature. When the equilibrium is disturbed, relaxation processes arise in the system that try to return it to the state of the total statistical equilibrium. In diatomic or polyatomic gas, there are the processes which result in the establishment of equilibrium with respect to individual molecular degree of freedom, such as translational, rotational, vibrational, or electronic. Conversely, in a thermodynamic nonequilibrium gas, an overall kinetic temperature is defined as the weighted mean of the translational and internal temperatures [18] as follows:

\[
T_O = \frac{\zeta_T T_T + \zeta_R T_R + \zeta_V T_V}{\zeta_T + \zeta_R + \zeta_V}
\]

where \( \zeta \) is the molecular degree of freedom and subscripts \( T, R, \) and \( V \) stand for translation, rotation, and vibration, respectively.

In order to have a clear qualitative picture of the temperature field, it is instructive to examine separately translational, rotational, and vibrational kinetic temperature profiles instead of the overall kinetic temperature \( T_O \), as defined by Eq. (1). In this fashion, gap/step configuration effects on translational, rotational, and vibrational kinetic temperatures are illustrated in Figs. 7, 8, and 9, respectively, for three sections along surface S1. In this group of plots, temperature ratio stands for translation temperature \( T_T \), rotational temperature \( T_R \), and vibrational temperature \( T_V \), normalized by the free-stream temperature \( T_\infty \). In addition, \( X, Y, \) and \( h^* \) are the dimensionless variables as defined previously in the density ratio profiles. Again, for comparison purpose, temperature profiles for the flat-plate case, for the gap [15], and for the forward-facing step [16] are also illustrated in the same group of plots. Furthermore, for forward-facing steps, the profiles are only shown for \( h^* \) of 3.23 and 9.69. Again, results for the \( h^* = 6.46 \) case are intermediate and they are not shown.
Figure 7 Translational temperature ratio ($T_r/T_\infty$) profiles for three sections on surface S1 of the gap/step configurations ($1$ — gap/step; $2$ — forward-facing; and $3$ — gap) defined by section $X$ of 39 (a), 44 (b), and 48 (c). Filled symbols refer to $h^* = 3.23$; empty symbols refer to $h^* = 9.69$; 4 — flat-plate case.

Figure 8 Rotational temperature ratio ($T_R/T_\infty$) profiles for three sections on surface S1 of the gap/step configurations ($1$ — gap/step; $2$ — forward-facing; and $3$ — gap) defined by section $X$ of 39 (a), 44 (b), and 48 (c). Filled symbols refer to $h^* = 3.23$; empty symbols refer to $h^* = 9.69$; 4 — flat-plate case.
Figure 9 Vibrational temperature ratio \( (T_V/T_\infty) \) profiles for three sections on surface S1 of the gap/step configurations (1 — gap/step; 2 — forward-facing; and 3 — gap) defined by section X of 39 \((a)\), 44 \((b)\), and 48 \((c)\). Filled symbols refer to \( h^* = 3.23 \); empty symbols refer to \( h^* = 9.69 \); 4 — flat-plate case

Figure 10 Overall temperature ratio \( (T_O/T_\infty) \) contour maps along with streamline traces at the vicinity of the gap/step configuration for step height \( h^* \) of 3.23 \((a)\), 6.46 \((b)\), and 9.69 \((c)\); \( L/H = 1/4 \)
On examining this group of plots, it is quite apparent that thermodynamic nonequilibrium occurs throughout the shock layer as shown by the lack of equilibrium of the translational and internal kinetic temperatures. The overall kinetic temperature $T_O$ is equivalent to the thermodynamic temperature only in thermal equilibrium conditions. As a matter of fact, it should be noticed that the ideal gas equation of state does not apply to this temperature in a nonequilibrium situation.

Referring to Figs. 7–9, it is clearly noted that in the undisturbed free-stream far from surface $S_1$, $Y \rightarrow \infty$, the translational and internal kinetic temperatures have the same value and are equal to the thermodynamic temperature. Approaching surface $S_1$, in the range $2 < Y < 10$, the translational kinetic temperature rises well above the rotational and vibrational temperatures and reaches the maximum value that relies on the geometry, i.e., flat plate, gap, forward-facing step, or gap/step configuration. In addition, this maximum value depends on section $X$. Since a large number of collisions is needed to excite vibrational modes of the molecules, from the ground state to the upper state, the vibrational temperature is seen to increase much more slowly than rotational temperature. Still further toward surface $S_1$, $Y \approx 0$, the translational, rotational, and vibrational temperatures decrease and reach the values that depend on the section $X$. For section $X = 39$, kinetic temperatures reach the values on the wall that are above the wall temperature $T_w (\approx 4T_\infty)$, resulting in a temperature jump as defined in the continuum formulation. For section $X = 44$, the difference between translational temperature and internal temperatures for the $h^* = 9.69$ case indicates that the thermodynamic equilibrium is achieved close to surface $S_1$. Finally, for section $X = 48$, the kinetic temperatures basically reach the wall temperature $T_w$ and the thermodynamic equilibrium is achieved for the cases defined by $h^*$ of 3.23 and 9.69.

In what follows, it proves convenient to present contour maps for temperature at the vicinity of the gap/step configuration. In doing so, Fig. 10 displays the overall kinetic temperature ratio $T_O/T_\infty$ parameterized by the step height $h^*$. Of particular interest in this group of plots is the impact of the step frontal-face height on the temperature behavior ahead of the step. It is clearly seen that temperature in this region increases with increasing the step frontal face for the conditions investigated.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Computations of a rarefied hypersonic flow on gap/step configurations have been performed by using the DSMC method. The calculations provided information concerning behavior of the primary flow properties around a gap/step configuration located on a flat plate. Effects of the step frontal-face height on ve-
locity, density, pressure, and temperature were investigated for a representative range of parameters. The gap length-to-depth $L/H$ ratio was set at 1/4, and the step frontal-face height $h$ ranged from 3 to 9 mm, which corresponded to Knudsen numbers in the transitional flow regime. In addition, results for the gap/step configuration were compared to those obtained for a flat plate, a gap, and a forward-facing step. It was found that separation region ahead of the gap/step configuration is a function of the step frontal-face height, i.e., it increases with increasing the step frontal-face height. The analysis showed that the size of the recirculation region for the gap/step configuration is similar to that for the forward-facing step with the same frontal-face height. It was also found that density and pressure for the gap/step configuration dramatically increased inside the gap as compared to those observed for the gap configuration, i.e., a gap without a step.
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